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Rescued cats put strain on OMHS
By EAMONN MAHER
Staff Writer
The rescue of more than 115 cats from
a Halton Hills home last week has left the
Oakville Milton Humane Society (OMHS)
scrambling to find homes for the 300 cats
the Society already had in its care.
The OMHS executed a search warrant last Thursday at the 16574 Steeles
Ave. home, just west of Winston Churchill
Blvd., after receiving an anonymous tip
that as many as 200 cats were living inside
the house.
Ontario Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (OSPCA) agent Laura
Mackasey is expected to be laying charges
in the investigation.
On Thursday, 115 cats were transferred
from the home to the OMHS shelter in
Oakville. Ten dead cats were removed.
Volunteer veterinarians from the OMHS
worked late into the night to treat and find
accommodation for the felines.
“Many of the cats were very timid and
shy, so great care has to be taken to remove them with as little stress as possible,”
said Kim Millan, executive director of the
OMHS.
The OMHS already had 300 cats in
its care before the removal. A temporary
trailer was rented to accommodate the additional cats and the removal has severely
stretched the resources of the shelter.
“We have had so much interest from
people wanting to foster or to adopt (the
rescued Halton Hills cats),” shelter spokesperson Brenda Dushko said.
“Unfortunately we’re many weeks away
from even the possibility of that at this

point,” she said, urging people to consider
the other cats instead.
The organization had to rent a trailer
temporarily to accommodate its new guests
after obtaining a second search warrant to
continue removing the cats from the house
Saturday morning. A time limit for the first
warrant expired Friday night.
“A lot of stress is placed on the shelter
when something like this happens,” Dushko said, adding that they are using the
bottoms of boxes as disposable litter pans.
The shelter is also monitoring a humane trap set up inside the home to catch
any cats hiding in nooks and crannies of
the house they may have missed. The trap
is a cage with food and a door that shuts
behind the cat as it goes inside.
“There were so many places that a timid
or shy or frightened cat could hide,” Dushko said. “We want to make sure that we
have every single cat out of the home.”
She said OSPCA agents were investigating, but she had no information about the
residents of the home.
The cats have all been examined by
veterinarians and are doing fine, Dushko
said, though many are refusing to make
eye contact with shelter workers.
In the wake of what Dushko said is “one
of the largest removals in the history of
this shelter,” several donations have come
pouring in, as well as calls inquiring about
the cats’ health.
Beverlie Rockliffe and Friends are hosting 100 Reasons to Care— an evening
to help the cats rescued by the OMHS,
on Thursday, Sept. 19 at 235 Front St.,
Oakville from 7-10 p.m.
—With files from Torstar News Service
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Audiology and Hearing Aid Centre

TEST DRIVE A HEARING AID!
Fortunately, the hearing instruments of today bear no
resemblance to those produced even 5 years ago.
Research to improve the quality and naturalness of sound
has resulted in digital instruments that perform
up to patient expectations.
If you haven’t listened to a hearing aid in the last
3 years, come in for a TEST DRIVE* and prepare to
be amazed! “The Agil has a 97% overall patient
satisfaction rating!”
• *No obligation TEST DRIVE (wear hearing
aids for 2 weeks without paying for them
to experience the benefit in your
daily life)
• Government grants available,
WSIB, VAC, ADP and
private insurance plans.

If you’ve forgotten what
fair, professional service
feels like, call us and
prepare to be amazed!
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THE DREADED IMPRESSION!
Many people are reluctant to
have new dentures made
because of experiences they
went through when having their
original
set
made.
New
technology and materials have
made this procedure a “Palatable
Experience”.
So now, even people with a
sensitive gag reflex, that tend to
gag very easily, find it much
easier than they had expected.
Special rubber based materials
and putties are now available,
thus replacing the materials
known for dripping down the
throat and causing their gagging
feeling.

An impression is taken of your
gums. The
print
is
then
reproduced in stone, which will
be an exact replica of your gums,
and from this foundation your
denture is made.
So don’t dread the impression!
Most people report that they
would have had new dentures
made sooner, if they had known
how much easier the impressions
are today. Denture technology is
making leaps and bounds!
LET US MAKING A LASTING
IMPRESSION!
You do not need a referral;
simply call our office direct.

WE BUILD BEAUTIFUL SMILES!
Consultations are always free!!

18 Church Street, Georgetown 905-877-2359
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Oakville & Milton Humane Society OSPCA agent Laura MacKasey
loads one of the more than 100
cats seized from a house at 16574
Steeles Ave., west of Winston
Churchill Boulevard, last Thursday.
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